Genetic analysis of human complement factor H polymorphisms.
Human complement factor H (factor H) is polymorphic, with five previously reported FH alleles and three previously reported HF alleles (HF*A, HF*B, and HF*Q0). The relationship between the FH and HF alleles is not clear, and the genetic basis of factor H phenotypes has not yet been identified. In this study, nucleotide sequence analysis of complementary DNA (cDNA) from individuals with each HF phenotype identified seven mutated sites in the factor H gene. However, in four cases, the same cDNA sequence was observed in individuals with two different HF phenotypes. Western blotting and 2-DE also showed that a 160 kDa protein corresponding to factor H was expressed in individuals with HF phenotypes. In addition, factor H cross-reacting 45 and 42 kDa polypeptides were detected in individuals with HF A, HF B, or HF AB phenotypes, but not in individuals with the HF Q0 (a null allele) phenotype. Thus, HF phenotype did not correlate well with factor H gene or protein structural variation. Evidence is provided to support the hypothesis that the HF phenotypes do not correspond to polymorphism in factor H, but instead correspond to polymorphism in factor H-related protein 1. A novel PCR-RFLP method was developed and used to detect four polymorphisms (G257A, G1492A, A2089G, and G2881T) in the factor H gene in 54 unrelated Japanese individuals. This method could be useful for studies on genetic disease associated with these mutations.